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About This Report

Best Practices for Fortune 500 Career Web Site Recruiting presents the recruiting industry’s standard for career Web site features. The report designates 20 Best Practices, which are distinct features on corporate Web sites that optimize the ability of the corporate Career Web site to gain a competitive advantage in recruiting.

The 20 Best Practices focus on optimal functions that:

- Attract traffic to the corporate Career Web site,
- Convince potential candidates of the company’s status as an employer of choice, and
- Capture and process the candidate’s information in a streamlined process that benefits both candidate and corporate recruiter.

The report analyzes the Current Practices of the Fortune 500 group of companies, and measures them against the ideal standard set by the 20 Best Practices. Finally, the report makes predictions for future career Web site practices and recruiting trends.

The 106-page report includes 46 graphical illustrations and key metrics including best practice screen shots, and Fortune 500 current practices charts and graphs with breakdowns by industry sectors.

Who Should Read This Report

Best Practices for Fortune 500 Career Web Site Recruiting is for any corporate reader interested in learning how to best meet the challenges of recruiting in the Internet age.

This audience may include a Vice President for Human Resources, an online recruiting strategist, a Director of Staffing Technologies, or an HR generalist wanting more information the subject.

The report is useful as well for the CEO, COO and all corporate executives concerned with the mission critical issue of employee recruiting.
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**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

The corporate Web site is a vital projection of the corporate image and a key communication platform; the Careers section is quickly becoming the first and most valuable point of contact between candidates and companies.

Currently, among Fortune 500 companies:
- 89% have a Careers section on their corporate Web site.
- 76% post job positions on the Careers section of their corporate Web site.
- 71% post job positions and accept applications on their corporate Web site.

Corporations can optimize the powerful recruiting opportunity inherent in the Careers section of the corporate Web site through implementation of specific features and functionality as outlined in this report.

Recruitsoft/iLogos Research has identified best practices to optimize the benefit of the Internet in corporate recruiting as an outstanding communication tool and as a process enabler through the corporate Web site.

The goals of the Best Practices are to attract; convince; capture and process jobseekers via the corporate Career Web site. Through such implementation, a corporation may achieve a competitive edge in recruiting the most qualified candidates quickly, and gain financial benefits from both direct cost reductions and opportunity cost savings due to a higher quality hiring process.

Implementation of Recruitsoft/iLogos Research Best Practices among Fortune 500 companies varies widely.
- 73% link their Careers section directly from their Web site homepage.
- 56% adhere to the One Click to Apply best practice.
- 55% publish information on employee benefits; 44% publish information on corporate culture.
- 42% have a separate College recruiting section on their corporate Web site.
- 42% give jobseekers the ability to search a database of open job positions.

Most Fortune 500 companies have not yet embraced many of the Best Practices.
- 19% have some form of candidate profiling.
- 14% accommodate online jobseekers with a choice of a Cut-and-Paste resume form or a Resume Builder.
- 9% take advantage of their Web site visitors’ personal referral networks by offering an “Email to a friend” feature to send along information on a job posting.
- 6% provide candidates with a Job Agent for automated notification of future matching positions.
- 3% highlight urgent hiring needs among their job position listings.
• 1% encourages submissions from privacy-concerned jobseekers by accepting anonymous applications.

Recruitsoft / iLogos Research forecasts rapid adoption of corporate Web site recruiting among the Fortune 500.

• 100% of Fortune 500 companies will have Careers sections, post jobs and accept applications on their corporate Web site by 2002.

Upcoming Career Web site recruiting practices and recruiting trends include:

• Multi-language capabilities to accommodate the increasingly diverse and global workforce
• Online interview scheduling
• Ex-employee alumni programs posted on the corporate Web site
• Feedback to jobseekers on the status of their application and candidacy throughout the recruiting process
• New interactive multimedia assessment methods including game/role-playing formats
• Real-time recruiting functionality extended into wireless devices by Application Service Providers (ASPs)
• “CRM (Customer Relationship Management) style” one-to-one recruiting through personalized messaging and communications
• New metrics, analytics and benchmarking tools for management to measure success and align corporate recruiting results with corporate business strategy.
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